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Michael Kors  Mens  depicted in holiday 2019 campaign. Image credit: Michael Kors

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Michael Kors misses expectations in sales

Luxury lifestyle brand Michael Kors is experiencing a morning drop in shares, as it announces sales growth that
missed analysts' expectations.

Click here to read the entire story

Exceptional Villas looks to leverage European popularity in travel

Luxury villa rental service Exceptional Villas is looking to 2019 with an increased presence in Europe.

Click here to read the entire story

Nordstrom ramps up its digital wholesale buying process

Department store chain Nordstrom is working with a new wholesale buying platform, as the holiday season rapidly
approaches.

Click here to read the entire story

DFS steps up to help relief efforts following Typhoon Yutu

LVMH-owned duty-free retailer DFS Group is responding to a tragedy, helping the people of the islands Saipan and
Tinian who were hit with a typhoon.

Click here to read the entire story

Marriott sees soft quarter due to hurricane season in North America

Hospitality group Marriott International has a cautious but optimistic estimate for the future, amongst a soft third
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quarter.

Click here to read the entire story

Rolls -Royce spotlights luxury SUV for all lifestyles

British automaker Rolls -Royce is showcasing how its Cullinan sports utility vehicle can fit into the lifestyles of those
who perform at an elite level.

Click here to read the entire story

Click here to read the morning newsletter
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